[Personality and donor-recipient relationships of potential donors before living donor liver transplantation--diagnostics with the repertory-grid technique].
Living-donor liver transplantation (LDLT) is developing into an established therapy for terminal liver diseases in adults. Potential donors are faced with the risk of postoperative complications and are subject to a high level of psychological pressure and ambivalent feelings. Our assumption is that ambivalent feelings before donation are crucially influenced by the personality and the quality of the donor-recipient relationship. In highly motivated donors we expected a positive description of the recipient and a similarity in the characterisation of the donor and recipient. 58 potential living donors were evaluated between March 2000 and June 2001. On the basis of the clinical interview 10 were rated as unsuited for donation. Among those potential donors assessed as unsuited, we found a high level of ambivalent feelings. For 50 potential donors we gained a set of completed psychometric diagnostic questionnaires. A Repertory-grid investigation was conducted with a total of 28 potential donors. Seven of them were not recommended as living donors. The relationship between donors and recipients was analysed concerning constructs that were most important to the characterisation of the donor or recipient. By means of inter-element distances self-concept of donors and donor-recipient relation were analysed. Ambivalent candidates who were not recommended as living donors tended to describe the recipient negatively (selfish, carping, and unable to take criticism) and did not show a similarity in the characterisations of self and ideal-self. Whereas the highly motivated candidates were marked by a closeness of self and ideal-self concepts. Both groups saw the recipient as indifferent. Closeness between self and ideal-self-indicating satisfaction with the decision to donate seems to be one suitable criterion to distinguish between highly motivated potential donors on the one hand and ambivalent candidates on the other hand. Another criterion appears to be a description of the recipient that indicates either a functioning or ill-functioning communication between donor and recipient with respect to the donation.